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1.1 Support and undertake 
research on climate change  
to inform our business 
strategies and help to protect 
our customers’ and other 
stakeholders’ interests. Where 
appropriate share this research 
with scientists, society, 
business, governments and 
NGOs in order to advance  
a common interest. 

Global Risks Report 

Zurich is a key contributor to the World Economic 
Forum’s (WEF) Global Risk Report (GRR), providing 
it input, guidance and advice into the report’s 
overall strategy, scope and structure. Zurich 
collaborates with the WEF because we strongly 
believe in its value in identifying and discussing 
themes that shape the global agenda. The 2017 
report identified climate change as a top trend for 
2017 (alongside income inequality and societal 
polarization), with all five environmental risks 
featuring for the first time among the most likely 
and most impactful risks before the world. The 
report is accessible here: 
https://www.zurich.com/en/knowledge/articles/201
7/01/global-risks-report-2017 

Flood Resilience Programme 

Purpose 
Risks from flooding have been rising due to 
increasing population, urbanisation and economic 
development in hazard-prone areas. The number  
of flood disasters globally nearly doubled in  
the decade from 2000 – 2009 compared to the 
previous decade. This is a trend that is set to 
continue unless action is taken. Studies show  
that for every dollar spent on selected flood risk 
reduction measures, an average of five dollars is 
saved through avoided and reduced losses. There  
is therefore an opportunity to innovate, incentivize 
and promote pre-event risk reduction instead of 
post-event flood relief. This is a complex issue to 
tackle and demands a multi-stakeholder approach. 
This is why the Zurich flood resilience programme 
has brought together an alliance of community, 
academic and private sector partners. This is an 

award-winning programme, with a recognition 
from the UN’s Framework Convention on Climate 
Change’s “Lighthouse Activity Award” in 2014; the 
Business in the Community finalist and the 
Convergences Special Climate Award winner in 
2015 and the partnership between Indonesian Red 
Cross (PMI) and Zurich Indonesia in the Indonesian 
Insurance Awards in 2016. It was also nominated 
for resilience leadership at the recent RES/CON 
Resilience Conference in New Orleans 2017. 

Our Partners 
• The International Federation of Red Cross and 

Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) 
• Practical Action, UK 
• The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania 
• The International Institute of Applied Systems 

Analysis (IIASA), Vienna 

Zurich works as leader of this alliance to ensure  
that knowledge and ideas generated fit the needs 
of local communities and can be put into practice. 
Zurich not only provides funding of USD 37.2 
million (through our ‘Z’ Zurich Foundation), but  
also supplies resources including the contributions 
of time, knowledge and expertise of its employees. 
What we learn through these activities is made 
publicly available and shared across customers, 
governments and communities. Learning from  
past disasters and improving adaptation strategies 
for the future is an inherent part of fulfilling the 
Sendai agreement on Disaster Risk Reduction, and 
we provide a significant amount of material to  
this learning environment. To this end, we have 
developed the Post Event Review Capability (PERC) 
as a unique forensic event review methodology  
to learn from past disasters and to inform  
decision-making to reduce future disaster risk.  
This methodology to date has been applied to  
12 events in globally diverse contexts from Nepal  
to Peru and Morocco to the UK. 

Action at a community level 
The five year partnership with the IFRC started work 
in 2013 and since then has continued in communities 
in both Mexico and Indonesia. In Mexico, we focus 
on flood-vulnerable clusters of communities in 
Tabasco, where standing flood waters affect areas 
for months at a time. Our choice of communities 
was made through a vulnerability assessment, 
enhanced by hazard and risk analysis expertise from 
Zurich Mexico’s Risk Engineers. This ensures that 
the resources we deploy have maximum impact.  
In Mexico, across 21 communities in Tabasco,  
we have engaged volunteers to form emergency 
response brigades; conducted preparedness training 
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developed a school curriculum to enhance children’s 
understanding of flood risk; and introduced a range 
of small scale projects to enhance resilience. These 
include a fish farming project to enhance availability 
of food and to remove an invasive fish species; and 
the construction of multi-purpose shelters that can 
be community spaces before, during and after floods. 

In Indonesia, we are following a similar approach 
although the flood situation is very different. The 
context we are looking at here is to consider the 
impact of upstream behaviour on downstream 
communities in West Java. In 21 villages across  
3 river basins in Java, we have recruited community 
volunteers to support the response during flooding; 
we have implemented preparedness training for 
affected communities; we have also organised a 
range of small scale projects to enhance community 
resilience for each village. These range from 
reforestation along river banks to reduce siltation; 
garbage management to reduced clogging in the 
rivers; enhanced drainage systems; evacuation 
shelters and, in conjunction with the local 
Technology Institute of Bandung, a mobile-phone 
application to provide early warning and advice. 

Work in Peru and Nepal is being undertaken 
through our five year partnership with Practical 
Action. In Nepal, we are developing measures to 
strengthen critical infrastructure (such as evacuation 
routes and shelters) as well as helping small 
businesses to withstand the threat from floods.  
The team has also researched how to improve the 
effectiveness of early warning systems. Since  
work began, significant progress has been made in 
building an end-to-end early warning system (EWS) 
to reach the “last miles” users in the vulnerable 
communities. Input from twelve additional weather 
stations and real-time monitoring systems have also 
improved the effectiveness of the EWS. In addition, 
using probability forecasting capabilities from 
expert universities, the lead time of the EWS was 
improved by up to five hours and work is being 
done to roll these improved EWS out in all major 
river systems in Nepal, in collaboration with the 
national government agency.  

In Peru, work on risk awareness continues both 
with communities and with local government 
bodies, particularly in light of the significant 
flooding from the recent El Nino. To learn how the 
anticipated but low-impact El Nino event in 2015 
has affected the preparedness for the high-impact, 
unexpected coastal El Nino in 2017, and to identify 
good practice and areas for improvement in the 
2017 El Nino disaster, two PERC studies are 
currently being conducted.  

The Alliance has developed a unique Flood 
Resilience Measurement Framework, which will 
measure flood resilience in over 75 communities  
in 10 countries spread over 12 programmes around 
the world. It is expected to generate ~600,000  
data points. For this project we have widened  
the membership of the Alliance and the following 
partners are implementing our framework:  
Concern Worldwide (Haiti, Afghanistan), Mercy 
Corps (Indonesia, Nepal, Timor-Leste), the National 
Academy of Sciences (United States [Charleston  
SC and Cedar Rapids IA]) and Plan International 
(working with children in Nepal). This measurement 
framework fills the gap (identified by UNDP) that,  
as of 2014, no general measurement framework for 
disaster resilience had yet been empirically verified 
(Winderl, 2014). 

Generating knowledge to build scale 
Our partnership with Wharton and IIASA started  
in 2013 and has delivered key research insights. 
During 2013/14, we developed an issue brief which 
considered the complexity in understanding the 
concept of resilience and proposed a framework  
to operationalize this. This brief has been one of the 
foundations of our work to develop a measurement 
approach, which has been introduced into 
community partners for trial at the end of 2016.  

A second issue brief reviewed a variety of potential 
approaches to evaluate costs and benefits of risk 
reduction interventions, paving the way to trialling 
options in our community programmes. 

During 2014/2015, Wharton analysed the effects of 
incentives for flood risk reduction through examples 
in the US National Flood Insurance Programme as 
well as the understanding of individual’s perception 
of both probability and severity of flood impacts 
and how this drives individual decision making. 
They also studied the flood insurance market 
situations and policies in 25 OECD countries to 
highlight where protection incentives exist and looked 
at how disaster assistance reduces the demand for 
insurance. IIASA has advanced knowledge on 
crowd sourcing and the application of mobile 
technology to support flood disaster risk reduction 
in developing countries. They also reviewed 
economic efficiencies of disaster risk management 
using various cost and benefit methodologies. Over 
the last year Wharton has also reviewed the various 
insurance methodologies in place in OECD 
countries, and how they incentivize or disincentivize 
prevention strategies, and how moral hazard is a 
barrier to natural hazards insurance uptake. They 
also compared the resilience measurement 
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framework with evidence from the full data set of 
the Community Rating System (CRS) in the US.  

IIASA has recently published an important article  
in ‘Science’ journal on the policy space for the  
key UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction 
(UNISDR) loss and damage debate. They also 
provided an extensive cross-cutting analysis of all 
the key insights and recommendations made so  
far in the twelve PERC papers and what globally 
applicable lessons can be taken from them. In another 
journal, Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, 
a full scientific review and discussion of the flood 
resilience measurement framework, and how it 
helps solving the resilience measurement gap, was 
published. 

Engaging Zurich people 
Zurich’s approach to building the alliance goes beyond 
a financial contribution. We want to engage the skills 
of Zurich employees in delivering the programme. Our 
public policy function is active in driving the dialogue 
about the closure of the natural hazards protection 
gap in European Union Member States, and about the 
insurability of flood risks and the role of insurance in 
providing better incentives for preventative work. In 
2014, eight people were engaged in projects with our 
community partners, for periods ranging from a 
couple of hours per week over six months to six 
consecutive weeks’ input. In 2015, we were able to 
engage a further seven people on a similar basis. In 
addition, project support from volunteers in Mexico 
and Indonesia amounted to around 320 days per year. 
During 2016, we were able to engage volunteers for 
around 290 business days in Mexico and Indonesia. 

Details of our programme can be found on our 
website: 
https://www.zurich.com/en/corporate-
responsibility/flood-resilience/secondment-
programme-for-zurich-employees 

We have a dedicated area on our Industry ‘Knowledge 
Hub’ which contains all our activity on Flood Resilience 
for the year: 
http://knowledge.zurich.com/flood-resilience#filtered 

1.2 Support national and 
regional forecasting of future 
weather and catastrophe 
patterns affected by changes 
in the earth’s climate.  

Weather Risks Group and Weather Network 

Zurich’s General Insurance business has a Property 
Exposure Management Group (PEMG) which 
provides strategic oversight in the area of property 
risks exposure. 

A Weather Risks Group, which reports to the 
PEMG, identifies and reports on information about 
weather-related risks and climate change research, 
and makes strategic decisions regarding how we 
underwrite and risk manage weather risks and 
climate change. The group is also responsible for 
our flooding assessment tools. 

A bi-annual weather underwriting bulletin (email 
newsletter) is distributed within the UK business. 
This raises the profile of weather-related risks and 
includes articles on underwriting and risk management 
solutions. Bi-annual calls are held with members of 
the Weather Risks Group to discuss key issues. 

1.3 Use research and improve 
data quality to inform levels  
of pricing, capital and reserves 
to match changing risks. 

Post Event Review Capability (PERC) 

Part of Zurich’s commitment to Community Flood 
Resilience is the Post Event Review Capability (PERC) 
which is aimed at understanding flood events and 
causes of related catastrophes or losses. Key 
questions in our independent forensic research are: 
‘What has worked well (best practices)?’and ‘What 
has gone wrong and why (highlighting reasons for 
losses and assessing root causes)?’ PERC has 
developed a thorough understanding of best 
practices in flood mitigation and flood resilience, 
and is providing a platform for knowledge 
exchange and recommendations. The Zurich Flood 
Resilience Alliance and wider partners have further 
refined the PERC concept and conducted further 
studies on major flooding events. These include the 
Central European floods of 2013, the December 
2013 storm surge flood in the UK (aka ‘Xaver’), the  
2014 Central Switzerland mountain flash floods, 
the 2014 Balkan region floods, the 2014 Morocco 
floods and the 2014 Karnali river, Nepal floods. In 
2016/2017, we have added further reports, one on 
the 2015 UK Cumbria floods (Storm Desmond),  
one on the 2015 South Carolina floods in the 
United States and one on the fatal flash floods  
in Southern Germany that took place in summer 
2016. Two more are currently being conducted in 
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Peru following the El Nino events in the Piura and 
Rimac regions. 

All the PERC reports are available for download 
here: www.zurich.com/en/corporate-
responsibility/flood-resilience/learning-from-post-
flood-events 

The UK Cumbria report highlighted: 

• the value and the limitations of physical defences 
when they are overtopped 

• the need for integrated flood risk reduction, 
involving a variety of stakeholders 

• the limited awareness of the level of flood risk  
by people at risk and their limited engagement  
to protect themselves 

• the need to widen the resilience discussion into a 
true, operational set of solutions that go beyond 
dry-proofing and wet-proofing individual homes 

• the impact cumulative failures have on 
exacerbating losses and impacting society overall 

• how working together in partnership can create 
effective and innovative solutions with ownership 
at the community level. 

This will feed into our own underwriting and claims 
practices, as well as informing best practice externally. 
Our recognised focus and expertise on flood resilience 
has led to an invitation to join the project board of a 
DEFRA funded ‘Low Cost Resilience’ Research Project. 
This project will investigate ‘resilient repair’ – repairing 
flood-prone buildings in ways that enable flood 
damage to be repaired more easily and at lower cost. 
Zurich Risk Engineering personnel involved in the PERC 
incidents are likely to gain increased understanding 
and insight which they can potentially use when 
advising customers and when providing survey reports 
to underwriters. However, we are not looking to use 
PERC as a means of gaining a commercial competitive 
advantage over other insurers – the reports are publicly 
available so that everyone can benefit from them. 

Natural Catastrophe 

Zurich has a globally-managed Catastrophe function. 
The global team includes specialised teams dedicated 
to Catastrophe Modelling, Underwriting, Pricing, 
Reporting and also Research and Development  
with expertise to PhD level. This takes in geophysical, 
seismological and meteorological research (including 
climate science) and enables us to quantify (re) 
insurance risk against catastrophes (both man-made 
and natural). Zurich uses and seeks to understand 
existing models, taking on board information and 

providing feedback. Catastrophe model output is a 
key factor when deciding our strategies and plans; 
playing a key part in risk-based capital assessment, 
reinsurance and risk tolerance assessment and 
primary pricing calculations. 

Zurich has a ‘Natural Catastrophe Advisory Council’, 
which brings together world class scientists annually 
to discuss and obtain the latest insight on natural 
catastrophe related issues (including climate change). 

Our new web-based peril and accumulation 
assessment tool, GLEAM (Global Exposure & 
Accumulation Management), was introduced in the 
business in April 2017. This tool brought together 
all our existing flood assessment and accumulation 
systems into a single intuitive application for 
underwriters and portfolio managers for all UK 
property risks. With the introduction of GLEAM  
we now have a far more reliable and detailed view 
of flood risks, map views of aggregation areas and 
sophisticated MI reporting. GLEAM gives us a 
greater understanding and view of accumulations 
across the overall Zurich portfolio which will allow 
us to pro-actively manage our flood exposures  
and accumulations. GLEAM holds global flood  
data (KATRisk) which covers the UK as well as other 
countries. Ambient data sets are used for the UK  
as these give a more granular level view. We are  
a member of the Willis Research Network, which 
brings together members of academia around the 
world and the (re)insurance industry. 

The comprehensive guide on Modern Methods  
of Construction (MMC), which we developed and 
introduced previously, are regularly reviewed and 
continues to be used to embed knowledge of MMC 
materials, components and processes into our risk 
engineering practices and rating structures. 

Flood Resilience Alliance 

Since 2013, the Zurich Flood Resilience Alliance  
has been developing a flood resilience framework. 
This framework helps to better understand the 
concept of resilience and how it can be applied to 
organise the key insights, strengths and weaknesses 
of an actor, a community or a given situation and 
what improvements could be made. Through this, 
we look at a more holistic approach to resilience, 
understanding how communities can thrive and 
develop whilst managing flood risk. There are  
many conceptual models available but we have 
chosen to combine two: the UK’s Department  
for International Development (DFID) ‘sustainable 
livelihoods framework’ (SLF) and the Multidisciplinary 
Center for Earthquake Engineering Research’s 
(MCEER) description of resilience systems to create 
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our ‘5C-4R community-based flood resilience 
framework’. To clarify, the 5C stands for the  
SLF’s five capitals, and the 4Rs comprise the four 
properties of a resilient system. The 5C-4R framework 
and our interpretation of resilience can be applied 
at various stages of the disaster risk management 
(DRM) cycle. This gives us insights which help us 
explore where resilience is strong or weak during 
pre-event risk reduction, preparedness, intervention 
and coping, and during the reconstruction and 
future risk reduction action.  

The Alliance’s unique Flood Resilience Measurement 
Framework will measure flood resilience in over 75 
communities in 10 countries spread over  
12 programmes around the world. 

Further detail on this approach can be found here: 
https://www.zurich.com/en/corporate-
responsibility/flood-resilience/measuring- 
flood-resilience 

1.4 Evaluate the risks associated 
with new technologies for 
tackling climate change so 
that new insurance products 
can be considered in parallel 
with technological 
developments.  

Carbon Capture and Storage 

Zurich's position statement on Climate Change 
https://www.zurich.com/en/corporate-
responsibility/protecting-the-environment/climate-
change commits us to “mitigate climate change”,  
in particular by supporting the Geneva Association 
Climate Change Statement and the Paris Pledge  
for Action. 

Both these commitments require us to: 

• promote mitigation efforts 

• be willing to design insurance products to 
support low-carbon energy development projects 
and to help attract investment to such projects 

• take strong action to reduce emissions.  

All these commitments are fulfilled by our 
membership of the Carbon Capture and Storage 
Association (CCSA) where we continue to influence 
policy making to deliver this key component of the 
International Energy Agency (IEA) strategy to reduce 
Green House Gas (GHG) emissions. 

We support our customers in managing the risks 
and allowing investment in CCS projects, for 
example providing industry-leading insights to 
customers on managing CCS risks (e.g. the 
ClimateWise report on developing commercially 
viable insurance solutions for managing CCS 
liabilities) and being a leading advisor to brokers 
and by providing insurance solutions to major, 
multi-billion dollar CCS construction projects.  

These activities set us apart from other insurers, by 
supporting our customers in practical implementation 
of GHG mitigation strategies. In addition we are 
recognised internationally for our expertise and 
insights in this important area of GHG emission 
reduction, including: 

• Speaking in a session focusing on CCS at  
the 2016 World Energy Congress in Istanbul  
10-13 October 2016. The Congress is their 
flagship event with high-level speakers and 
policymakers from Governments, including  
CEOs from many of our customers in the  
Energy Industry. 

• The Chief Risk Officer of Zurich Commercial 
Insurance sits on the ClimateWise Insurance 
Advisory Council to help achieve the objectives of 
the ClimateWise Council. In particular, to drive 
senior level engagement on how the global 
insurance industry and its regulators can respond 
positively to the zero-carbon, climate-resilient 
transition, including CCS. 

Collectively these CCSA-related activities support 
our policy position in the area of GHG emission 
reduction and our customers’ activities in combatting 
climate change. In addition this supports our  
wider thought leadership activities in global risk 
interconnectivity. In particular, our contribution to 
the WEF Global Risk Report (GRR), including our 
public positioning around the GRR 2016 report and 
the “risk-in-focus” on climate change.  
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2.1 Work with policy makers 
nationally and internationally 
to help them develop and 
maintain an economy that is 
resilient to climate risk. This 
should include supporting 
the implementation of 
emissions reductions targets 
and where applicable 
supporting Government 
action that seeks to enhance 
the resilience and reduce the 
environmental impact of 
infrastructure and communities. 

Industry discussions on Climate Risk 

Zurich is a key voice on climate change in the global 
insurance industry, providing clear leadership and 
support on the decarbonising agenda and achieves 
this impact through a range of forums and initiatives. 

Zurich has continued to work with the relevant 
government bodies such Department for Business, 
Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS)), The Crown 
Estate and other stakeholders to support the 
development of the Carbon Capture and Storage  
in the UK and Europe. Zurich continues to influence 
this debate through other forums on this topic, 
particularly through our membership of the Carbon 
Capture and Storage Association (CCSA). The CCSA 
is the main trade association in the UK and Europe 
linking industry with policymakers to ensure 
commercial-scale CCS projects can play a part  
in moving towards a low-carbon global economy. 
Zurich sits on the CCSA Risk and Regulatory Group. 

Zurich also sits on the stakeholder dialogue  
board of the ECO2 – a multi-agency European 
Commission funded project to investigate the 
impact on marine ecosystems of sub-seabed  
CO2 storage. Zurich has also worked with various 
European Governments and intergovernmental 
agencies such as the European Commission DG 
Energy and the IEA (International Energy Agency), 
to better understand the risks associated with CCS. 

Zurich supported the Climate Risk Statement of the 
Geneva Association and the Paris pledge for action 
after the COP 21 meeting which demonstrates that 
we are ready to play our part to support the objectives 

of the Paris Agreement. At the summit Zurich also 
joined 27 other global investors representing over 
USD 11.2 trillion of total assets under management 
to issue the ‘Paris Green Bonds Statement,’ 
committing to support policies that drive the 
development of long term, sustainable global 
markets in green bonds as part of climate finance 
solutions. Paris Green Bonds Statement signatories 
undertake to work through bodies like the Climate 
Bonds Initiative, with governments, development 
institutions, cities, commercial banks, NGOs and 
others. They commit to working to “grow a large 
and robust market that makes a real contribute 
on to addressing climate change”. We will continue 
to do our part by providing insurance solutions that 
enable climate change mitigation and help increase 
resilience for our customers and communities, while 
creating opportunities by insuring sustainable energy 
production and covering weather-related losses. 

Flood Discussions 

Zurich supports a number of initiatives through its 
Association of British Insurers (ABI) membership, 
including active participation in discussions on the 
future of flood insurance in the UK, flood resilience 
and future flood prevention. 

Our recognised focus and industry expertise on 
flood resilience led to us being invited to join the 
project board of DEFRA’s Roundtable on Individual 
Property Flood Resilience. This roundtable and its 
project working groups seek to investigate ‘resilient 
repair’ – repairing flood-prone buildings in ways 
that enable flood damage to be repaired more 
easily and at lower cost. Four Working Groups 
currently report back to the roundtable. Each of 
these groups reports on a particular element of 
flood resilience: immediate response, embedding 
resilience, a one-stop internet shop for guidance 
and certification, standards and skills. Zurich has  
a representative on each of these groups and has 
been actively engaged in contributing to the ongoing 
work of each group. The work of each of these 
groups culminated in the publication of the 
Bonfield Report, published in September 2016, 
which focusses on improving the uptake of flood 
resilience measures and also proposed a number of 
recommendations on improving individual property 
resilience as well as community resilience measures. 
As part of the DEFRA project and Bonfield report, 
we have increased our focus on working towards  
a change in building regulations which we hope  
will ensure that properties, particularly new stock, 
will have a sensible measure of in-built resilience.  
In particular, with housing a key priority for each  
of the major political parties, we believe that the 
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use of modern methods of construction (MMC)  
will become increasingly prevalent. There is, 
however, a lack of awareness of the insurance  
risks, significantly flood, associated with properties 
constructed using these methods and we will be 
engaging key Parliamentary stakeholders over the 
course of the new Parliament to raise awareness of 
the flood risks associated with these properties.  

Zurich also acknowledge that whilst planning policy 
has been strengthened to ensure that sustainable 
drainage systems are provided in new major 
developments, more needs to be done. As part of 
our response to the Environmental, Food and Rural 
Affairs Select Committee’s post-legislative scrutiny 
inquiry into the Flood and Water Management Act 
2010, we urged the Government to ensure that the 
use of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) are 
considered at the very beginning of any 
development and  
the use of SuDS must also be considered within  
the wider catchment area, both upstream and 
downstream, and not just as part of the local 
development. We will be responding to the Welsh 
Government’s consultation on the implementation 
of sustainable drainage system on new developments 
to reiterate these points.  

In light of the Government’s Housing White Paper 
and the desire to build more homes, we also 
encouraged the Government to make the flood 
view of land clear when planning consent is 
provided to developers. This is to provide increased 
transparency and ensure that, if any flood loss 
occurs in the future, this was considered by all 
parties prior to construction. We will continue  
to highlight these points with key parliamentary 
stakeholders over the course of the next Parliament.  

As mentioned previously, Zurich published the latest 
in its pioneering post-event review capability (PERC) 
report in August 2016, providing a review of the 
complete risk management cycle surrounding the 
storms which hit the north of England and parts  
of Scotland at the end of 2015 and early 2016.  
The report, produced as part of Zurich’s global 
flood resilience programme, helps to increase 
understanding of flood resilience and advocates 
better protection and prevention before a flood event 
occurs to minimise its impact and resulting disruption. 

Through its membership of the Chartered Insurance 
Institute (CII) and developing relationship with DEFRA 
and the Environment Agency, Zurich has also 
contributed to strategic thinking of these government 
departments around resilience to climate change. 
Through our Weather Risks Group we are also 
developing a relationship with the regional network 

of Climate UK to encourage improvement in climate 
change resilience within the UK business and local 
authority communities. 

Zurich also works closely with other industry players 
and the ABI to develop a collective response to 
major events and surge claims that impact the 
community during catastrophic flood events. Under 
this initiative, the industry seeks the most effective 
methods of disaster restoration and to establish a 
common methodology or repair. The aim is to 
provide consistency, manage costs down, speed up 
repairs and minimise waste; whilst also enhancing 
the customer experience. This will, ultimately, 
enable the affected communities to resume normal 
life far more rapidly with a much more efficient use 
of resources and materials whilst reducing the 
amount of waste building materials. 

Zurich is working in close collaboration with the ABI 
to help better understand and mitigate flood risk 
exposure whilst also promoting the grants available 
for flood resilience measures and the Government 
backed approach for risks unable to find cover in 
the commercial market. 

Local Authorities 

As a leading public sector insurer and an 
organisation that specialises in managing risk and 
uncertainty, we dedicate a significant amount of 
time and resource to understanding how risk, in all 
its guises, is changing for our customers, as well as 
identifying the critical issues and exposures looming 
on the horizon. 

Most local authorities will be vulnerable to weather 
patterns driven by climate change, such as fluvial 
and pluvial flooding, extended heat waves and 
drought, severe snow falls and coastal erosion. The 
local authority has a critical part to play to ensure 
community resilience in its role as statutory 
Category 1 Responders. Our role in terms of risk 
management is to continue to alert public sector 
customers to this issue and to work with them to 
manage their climate risks. 

During the major flooding incidents in recent years, 
Zurich UK Incident Management and Major Loss 
Team provided local expertise and a point of 
contact to impacted customers. We worked with 
Zurich’s Global Flood Resilience team as part of our 
Post Event Review Capability mentioned under 
Principle 1, which works to identify best practice. 
Local understanding was provided to the issues that  
were presenting, in particular advising with regards 
to any UK legislative and regulatory considerations. 
The Major Loss Team work closely with their Risk 
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Engineering colleagues to ensure that post loss 
surveys are undertaken, and appropriate advice 
provided to our customers. Where possible, and 
assuming that the solutions are cost neutral, the 
Major Loss Team will always factor in replacement 
with flood resilient options when adjusting a loss. 

Liaison with Emergency Services 

Over the last few years, the UK has experienced  
a number of flood events. These types of events 
require us to work closely with the emergency 
services and other local planning and response 
bodies and this is coordinated between our claims 
experts and through our public sector insurance 
business, Zurich Municipal. We liaise very closely 
with the Insurance Manager, Emergency Planning 
Officer and other relevant officers as required. This 
is all very much part of our standard approach to 
managing disasters. The UK Major Loss Team, in 
conjunction with the Claims Service Managers and 
UK Major Incident Manager, would all work with 
the affected authorities. Where there is a danger to 
local residents from damaged infrastructure, such 
as bridges or highways, we will work in partnership 
with the local authorities’ Highways agencies, Police 
and Fire departments. 

Our Major Loss Team assist in finding temporary 
transport solutions and our appointed engineers 
work with the emergency services to assess the 
safety of the structures in the short term and also 
with a longer-term view to determine repair/ 
reconstruction solutions to provide the most 
suitable and safe outcome for the community.  

One important learning from previous events,  
such as the Suffolk floods of 2013, was the need  
to take the initiative, be proactive and engage with 
the emergency services directly and at the earliest 
opportunity. This involved liaising with the blue 

light services so that they understand that we  
are there to positively mitigate community impact, 
rather than just write a cheque when everything  
is back to normal. Zurich has used its experience 
dealing with natural catastrophes in recent years  
to develop a new approach to managing flooded 
properties. This approach was used to avoid the  
use of demolition crews that tend to rip out the 
building to break the skin before rebuilding. Instead, 
rapid drying systems were employed, which avoided 
the need to replace plaster and left the electrics and 
plumbing systems in place. Our new approach also 
enables customers to consider newer, more resilient 
building materials and techniques. 

Carbon capture 

Zurich is the only insurance company that is  
a member of the Carbon Capture and Storage 
Association (CCSA). The CCSA has a very clear  
and important role to play as the CCS advocate  
for industry. While we have seen significant  
political change, not least in the UK, the CCSA has 
remained proactive in progressing the CCS agenda 
and working to ensure that CCS is recognised as key 
to energy, industrial and climate policy. In addition 
working to keep CCS on the government, media 
and stakeholder's agendas, notable CCSA activities 
over the last year have included: 

• Published a report on the lessons learned from 
the UK CCS programme which ensures that the 
invaluable experience from these projects can 
benefit future developments.  

• Hosted a very well attended CCS Knowledge 
Transfer Workshop which brought together 
stakeholders from around the world with the 
individuals who worked on the Peterhead and 
White Rose projects in order to allow really 
detailed discussion on specific issues of interest.  

• Supported the launch of the Parliamentary 
Advisory Group's report on the future of CCS  
in the UK and undertook our own analysis on  
the cost targets proposed by the group.  

There are positive signs that CCS is receiving renewed 
momentum in both UK and Europe. The Norwegian 
CCS programme is progressing well and we are  
also seeing renewed efforts on CCS in the Port  
of Rotterdam. The European Commission has also 
completed its first call for CO2 transport infrastructure 
Projects of Common Interest and a number of bids 
have been submitted. 
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2.2 Promote and actively  
engage in public debate  
on climate change and  
the need for action. 

John Scott, Chief Risk Officer for Zurich Commercial 
Insurance, represents Zurich on  
the ClimateWise Insurance Advisory Council.  
Sophie Timms, Head of CR at Zurich UK, sits  
on ClimateWise’s Managing Committee. 

Each year we develop a Public Affairs and 
Corporate Responsibility strategy which is signed 
off by the UK Executive Committee (and the same  
is done at Group level too). Our CR strategy consists 
of four pillars, one of them being environment.  

John Scott is also the Research Chair of 
ClimateWise's Investing for Resilience workstream. 
The workstream explores how the global insurance 
industry can play a more proactive role in supporting 
the transition to a more climate-resilient society.  
It aims to help align the industry’s own investment 
activities with risk reduction opportunities, as well 
as supporting other parts of the financial system in 
its response to climate risk. Their report was 
published in December 2016. 

Zurich is hosting its annual Global Risk Management 
Summit in September 2017 in Edinburgh. The overall 
theme of this year’s event is navigating risk in the 
innovation economy. Topics for discussion include 
smart cities, artificial intelligence, cyber risks, and 
climate risks.   
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3.1 Inform our customers of 
climate risk and provide 
support and tools so that 
they can assess their own 
levels of risk. 

Flood guide and severe weather microsite 

We continue to focus on areas that can benefit our 
customers in times of severe weather. We continue 
to promote our flood guide, designed for use by 
local authorities and their residents, which can be 
accessed by anyone for free at: 

http://newsandviews.zurich.co.uk/download/your-
flood-guide/ 

This guide aims to provide useful, straightforward 
advice for residents to prepare for a flood, act in 
the event, and begin recovery. It builds on lessons 
learned from significant flooding in recent years, 
such as the UK-wide floods of 2012/2013 and in 
2015, storms Desmond, Eva and Frank. There is  
also guidance on making an insurance claim by 
recommending actions to take from the outset. The 
guide has been developed in various versions, 
which includes a downloadable version allowing 
access from smartphones in an emergency. In a 
continued effort to extend this advice to as many  
of our customers as possible, we also maintain a 
severe weather microsite (www.zurich.co.uk/ 
severeweather). This provides ‘before’, ‘during’  
and ‘after’ guidance to people coping with severe 
weather. It is intended to offer practical support  
to help homeowners assess their risk exposure to 
severe weather, prepare for incidents and what  
do to when they need to claim. This microsite 
continues to provide insight and is updated on a 
continuous basis throughout the year. After heavy 
snowfalls, Zurich issues a warning regarding the 
threat of potential flooding due to rapid thaws.  
The microsite continues to be a central information 
resource for those seeking advice and guidance on 
the range of issues associated with flooding and 
other severe weather events in the UK. 

We have recently created an interactive resource  
on our News & Views website, that aims to answer 
questions about flood risk – from identifying the 
types of risks customers face, to what to do if you 
fall victim to flooding (including sector-specific 
guidance where relevant). 

We will be adding new materials regularly in order 
to create a complete guide to flood risk. Visit 
http://newsandviews.zurich.co.uk/risk-guides/flood/ 

Public Sector 

As part of our work to understand how risk is 
changing for our customers, Zurich Municipal 
brought the risks associated with climate change  
to the attention of social housing providers in its 
‘Managing Risk and Uncertainty in Social Housing 
Guide’. This Guide continues to be promoted 
through our content platforms and includes two 
chapters that very much support organisations 
looking to improve climate change risk management: 
Climate Change and the Environment and Business 
Continuity Management. The Climate Change and 
the Environment section offered further advice on 
the emerging risk questions and issues surrounding, 
sustainable building; Energy Performance Certificates 
(EPCs); future building design in relation to the 
increasing frequency of weather related events; and 
the impact of snow and ice.  

Zurich Municipal publishes a risk ranking report for 
public sector customers across a range of segments, 
which identifies how the shifting dynamics of public 
service delivery can expose the sector to new risks 
and examines its capacity to successfully manage 
them. The most recent report identified five key 
areas of emerging vulnerability for public service 
providers. One of these areas focuses on severe 
weather incidents as climate change continues. 
More recently, Zurich Municipal conducted similar 
risk ranking exercises at annual customer risk and 
insurance forums. Following on from these reports, 
Zurich has recently commenced discussions with 
senior public sector leaders to understand the 
continuing issues at the top of their organisations’ 
risk agendas. Climate awareness has been a key 
topic for our social housing segment. We have 
created content for our online platforms highlighting 
and discussing climate-related issues such as extreme 
heat and flood. We have also run a webinar for 
social housing customers to discuss flood resilience.  

Environmental liability 

Our Environmental Damage and Pollution Legal 
Liability insurance, coupled with risk management 
strategies, can help protect businesses against 
unforeseen environmental risks. It covers clean-up 
costs and environmental damage costs to protected 
species or natural habitats, surface water or ground 
water and land.  

3. Support climate awareness  
amongst our customers 
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Risk Engineering 

Our Risk Engineering unit works with customers 
through site assessment and new build design 
meetings to ensure existing and proposed buildings 
are protected from things like storm and flood 
damage. To support this, we have developed 
award-winning design guidance documents for  
the education and housing sectors which outline 
Zurich’s views on new and refurbished building 
projects. Cold weather also creates issues in relation 
to burst water pipes and we have provided 
customers with guidance on prevention and 
management of escape of water issues. In addition, 
we have worked closely with the construction 
industry to understand modern methods of 
construction and provide training and guidance  
to our customers and underwriters on the risks 
presented by sustainable materials. We have 
developed flood risk assessment tools which are 
supported by  
on-site assessments by our trained Risk Engineers 
who can also provide recommendations to 
customers with the aim of improving both flood 
resilience and resistance.  

In terms of planned work for 2017 we are working 
on an engagement plan with relevant Government 
contacts and other publicity particularly around 
sustainable urban drainage systems (SuDS) and the 
benefits in relation to surface water flooding. We 
responded to the Welsh government consultations 
on the proposed mandatory regime for SuDS. 

As a follow up to our Storm Desmond post loss 
(PERC) report we presented a review of this event  
at the Environment Agency Flood & Coast 
Conference on 30 March 2017 in conjunction with 
JBA Consulting who supported writing the Storm 
Desmond report  
(click on icon to view). 

 

The relatively new GLEAM flood assessment tool is 
also being used to proactively communicate flood 
risk to customers across their entire portfolio.  
Our tool allows the customers entire portfolio to  
be analysed which will be used to lead into more 
detailed discussions around flood risk at medium  
to higher risk sites. 

Within the 2016 public sector customer days we 
offered an interactive session on climate change 
and flooding. We have enhanced our internal 
processes for flood claims to ensure flood resilience 
and flood protection measures are considered 
within the claims process. We also ran a similar 
event for our commercial customers at our Global 
Risk Engineering customer event. In November 
2016 we also participated in a panel debate on 
effective flood resilience which was hosted by the 
New Local Government Network. 

3.2 Encourage our customers to 
adapt to climate change and 
reduce their greenhouse gas 
emissions through products 
and services. 

Public Sector 

Environmental challenges and climate change risks 
continue to feature as key risks facing organisations. 
Since 2009, our public sector arm, Zurich Municipal, 
has provided strategic risk consultancy services to 
Local Authorities around Business Continuity Planning 
which often involves testing how an organisation 
responds to a significant weather event. Having an 
effective business continuity plan ensures that the 
organisation is resilient and has a plan in place to 
get the business or services back up and running as 
soon as possible following an incident.  

Zurich Municipal also offers its customers the option 
to receive their policy documentation in electronic 
format and online. Online policy documentation 
reduces paper usage, storage space in the office 
and enhances business continuity arrangements for 
customers. Zurich Municipal also continues to drive 
forward its move towards usage of electronic  
formats within other arenas. The popular customer 
publication, ‘Court Circular’, is now available on  
our content platform ‘News & Views’, along with  
a number of other customer communication pieces 
including the risk ranking research. 

Zurich Municipal launched this content website in 
2015 providing articles and advice on the latest 
insurance and risk management topics, as well as 
governance, procurement and current themes of 
interest: http://newsandviews.zurich.co.uk/.  
Articles cover thought leadership, practical guidance 
and are aimed at local authorities, charities and 
communities, education, health and social housing. 
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Zurich continues to advise key commercial and 
public sector organisations on school design;  
of note, key guidance is provided concerning 
Sustainable Construction and Modern Methods  
of Construction (MMC) and as a first in the market, 
Zurich now offers a Further/Higher Education version 
of the design guide. The guides also provide guidance 
on Modern Methods of Construction and the risks 
and opportunities of sustainable construction. The 
guides are published in an interactive pdf format to 
reduce paper usage.  

The use of the Schools Design Guide is available to 
other segments of Zurich Municipal and, as an 
example, is distributed to Private Finance Initiative 
(PFI) customers for PFI school construction. 

Following on from the success of the various 
Education Design Guides, the Housing Design 
Guide was produced providing guidance to 
organisations that provide Social Housing to 
communities. It is an informative document that 
helps them manage risks at the design stage.  
A whole chapter is dedicated to the risk of flood 
and storm damage, a key risk when designing  
new houses. 

We also published a guide for public authority risk 
managers on environmental risks. The guide can be 
found here: 

https://web.zurich.co.uk/Assets/Lists/Anonymous%2
0Content/ZM/C54616%20ZM%20Environmental%
20Risks%20v4.pdf  

Personal and Individual Products  
and Services 

Zurich’s direct motor and home products enable 
customer self-servicing, with the ability to manage 
policy adjustments and obtain policy documentation 
electronically. This model has been designed in 
response to market and customer feedback that 
they find it easier to use and also want to reduce 
their impact on the environment. 

Zurich Private Clients, which provides insurance for 
high net worth customers, offers cover for unlimited 
energy expenses, following a covered loss to solar, 
wind or geothermal electrical power generating 
systems; and increased cover for the cost of rebuilding 
with ‘Green’ building products, up to £5,000. 

Within our UK Life business, we have launched 
both a Corporate and Retail Investment Platform, 
enabling customers to review and research their 
investments and pensions online. Documentation 
and correspondence can also be stored online, 
reducing paperwork for customers and advisers.  

For our Retail customers, we have upgraded this 
facility to be compatible with tablets, whilst our 
Corporate Pension customers have the ability to 
self-service and make changes online. 

In terms of our Life products for individual customers, 
we continue to offer our pension and investment 
customers a range of ethical funds available 
through intermediaries. 

For our retail intermediaries we have also launched 
a pipeline tracking app, allowing them to track  
the status of pending protection cases, reducing  
the level of correspondence sent both to and from 
advisers. Within our Group Risk business we have 
rolled out electronic pens for claims assessors, 
enabling notes to be automatically uploaded onto 
computers and thereby reducing paper used for 
note taking. This also speeds up the process, resulting 
in better service to our customers. 

Zurich has also developed a protection platform 
enabling advisers to apply for multiple policies  
(up to five) in one application. Called 'ZHub', the 
platform provides advisers with a personalised 
dashboard where they can keep track of their  
entire protection business with Zurich. Electronic 
signatures have been introduced so advisers do  
not have to wait for paper signatures for access  
to customers' medical records. 

Commercial Products and Services 

At the end of 2016, the Global Corporate and 
Commercial businesses were brought together 
under one global Commercial Insurance structure  
to provide a single point of entry for our commercial 
customers and bring consistency both within  
local markets and across our global network. This 
ensures that customers have access to our global 
underwriting and service capabilities, as well as our 
risk management services. 

Zurich continues to move towards far greater use  
of electronic communications in our trading and 
marketing communications with our brokers across 
the UK. Our online content hub, Zurich Insider, aims 
to provide brokers with content on topical issues 
and risks. We are active in publicising the message 
of risk awareness and mitigation generally, and in 
sharing knowledge and best practice. We have 
recently launched two new content hubs within 
Zurich Insider that focus on both Fire and Flood.  

Flood Risk Resource 
Flooding is an increasing risk in many parts of the 
UK. We have built a ‘flood risk resource’ page on 
our Insider platform (available to everyone) which 
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aims to answer questions about flood risk –  
from identifying the types of risks faced, to  
what to do if you fall victim to flooding to 
managing a major incident.  
https://insider.zurich.co.uk/risk-guides/flood/ 

Fire Risk Resource 
Our interactive hub helps answer questions about 
fire risk – from laws and regulations, to a range  
of risk management measures that can help avoid 
potential catastrophes. 
https://insider.zurich.co.uk/risk-guides/fire/ 

Our Insider platform continues to evolve and Zurich 
has gained accreditation from the CII to provide 
brokers with an easy way to accumulate CPD 
learning hours just by reading articles on Insider. 

We also have a range of covers for commercial 
customers to improve climate resilience in 
rebuilding following an insured loss. The covers 
include the opportunity for building adaptation to 
improve thermal qualities, flood resilience and 
debris recycling. 

We also offer broad insurance coverage for both 
the construction and operational exposures of 
renewable energy projects (including solar, 
hydropower, biomass and waste). Companies 
involved in the construction and operation of 
renewable energy projects are able to obtain 
protection to meet diverse risk management  
needs during the construction and operational 
phases under one programme, ensuring gaps in 
cover do not occur as projects are completed. 

Our commercial property insurance includes cover 
for rebuilding in a sustainable way, even if the costs 
are greater than using standard processes. Our 
‘green endorsement’ covers the additional costs of 
reinstatement with products or building materials 
from sustainable material manufacturers such as 
BREEAM, LEED and Green Globes. 

We also offer an insurance, telematics and  
risk management proposition for motor fleets,  
which helps enable safer, more efficient and  
more environmentally-friendly fleets. Working very  
closely with our underwriting and risk engineering 
specialists, and by combining technology with driver 
development and management, companies can 
identify risky driving behaviour.  

They can also put in place appropriate measures to 
improve fuel efficiency, vehicle wear-and-tear and 
improve vehicle deployment to reduce unnecessary 
journeys, often helping to achieve double digit 
improvements in fuel efficiency. Zurich has a 

number of customers either utilizing or piloting the 
initiative across their fleets.  

Real Estate 

As a large Real Estate insurer, we continue to focus 
upon the emergence of sustainability risk as a result 
of legislation and the economic response to it, allied 
to apparent changing weather patterns. Our areas 
of focus are: 

1 Continuing with energy performance – Scottish 
Regulations 1/10/16 – England & Wales 2018. 

2 Flood – understanding large events and 
promoting building resilience. 

3 Smart Technology – Water conservation through 
preventing burst pipes and minimising damage. 

Over the last year we have published number of 
articles for brokers and customers on environmental 
issues. These are circulated in our tailored  
Broker online publication ‘The Insider’ and can  
be accessed here: 

New energy rules – are landlords ready? 
https://insider.zurich.co.uk/industry-spotlight/new-
energy-rules-landlords-ready/ 

New landlord energy rules – how to remain 
compliant 
https://insider.zurich.co.uk/industry-spotlight/new-
landlord-energy-rules-remain-compliant/ 

Flood recovery – helping your customers 
https://insider.zurich.co.uk/industry-spotlight/flood-
recovery-helping-your-customers/ 

Lessons learnt from past floods 
https://insider.zurich.co.uk/industry-
spotlight/lessons-learnt-from-past-floods/ 

Underwriting, Risk Engineering and Claims are 
working together on a project to understand 
escape of water in our property book. We hope  
to produce underwriting and external guidance  
on water cut off/mitigation devices to encourage 
customers to fit them and for this to minimise their 
loss and business interruption. We are looking  
at ways to incentivise uptake and this will include 
contributions to fit the items through risk 
management funding. We have also published  
a number of articles in our Insider publication  
on this subject:  
https://insider.zurich.co.uk/industry-
spotlight/escape-water-strategic-approach/ 

https://insider.zurich.co.uk/industry-
spotlight/escape-of-water-the-causes-and-
influencing-factors/ 
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https://insider.zurich.co.uk/industry-
spotlight/interactive-guide-escape-water-risk/ 

CR in Business Transactions 

In providing insurance to corporate customers and 
large projects, we may be exposed to environmental, 
social or governance issues inherent in certain 
business transactions. For example, the construction 
of a hydroelectric dam may contribute to economic 
development in a particular location, but it may also 
destroy a pristine environment, reduce biodiversity, 
and force the resettlement of people. Even though 
insuring the construction company is legal, doing so 
can trigger vocal public disapproval and damage 
our reputation and our stakeholders’ trust. 

Corporate responsibility is our commitment to 
enhance our contribution to the sustainability and 
welfare of society while at the same time ensures 
we live up to the principles of our Zurich Basics and 
the UN Global Compact. Translating that into daily 
business operations can be challenging. We have 
therefore issued guidance to our underwriters to 
systematically identify, assess and mitigate potential 
environmental, social and governance issues and 
the related reputation risk inherent in certain 
business transactions involving large projects and 
corporate customers. Where issues are identified, 
we will work with our customers to address them. 

Using our proprietary risk-profiling methodology, 
we have prioritised four key areas of concern: 
banned cluster munitions and anti-personnel  
land mines; and governance, human rights and 
environmental risks in dam construction, mining, 
and oil and gas activities. For each of these areas  
of concern, we have drawn up a corporate 
responsibility issue brief that sets out our position 
and best practices. We also provide guidance and 
training for underwriters and other relevant 
stakeholder groups, and have established corporate 
responsibility risk assessment and referral processes. 

For more information visit: 
https://www.zurich.com/en/corporate-
responsibility/doing-business-responsibly/working-
with-customers 

3.3 Seek to increase the 
proportion of non-life  
claims that are settled  
in a sustainable manner. 

We are constantly looking at innovative methods  
in which claims can be serviced in a cost effective, 
efficient and environmentally sound manner.  

VTrack, our new claims management system,  
has been expanded through 2016 and continues  
to be expanded throughout 2017 to enable the 
processing of conventional Commercial claims and 
the deployment of appropriate vendor solutions 
electronically. This enhancement will further reduce 
the amount of telephone and paper traffic and 
ensure that our Commercial customers receive the 
same efficient and effective claims experience that 
our Personal Lines customers currently enjoy.  

Within our motor supply chain we encourage our 
Approved Repairer network to repair panels and 
bumpers as opposed to replacing them and ensure 
that all repairers have the appropriate plastic repair 
technology and pulling systems to make this 
possible. This not only reduces cost but positively 
impacts on the environment by reducing the 
amount sent to landfill as some plastic components 
on vehicles are not capable of being recycled. 

We have embraced the use of drone technology  
by one of our loss adjusters thus removing the  
need to have traditional scaffolding and/or elevated 
platforms delivered to and collected from site. We 
encourage our supply chain to adopt better field 
technology to provide better imagery and removing 
the need for multiple site visits. 

We continue to actively encourage recycling 
wherever possible and this has been utilised in  
such diverse areas as our automotive glass supplier 
recycling windscreens and body glass removed  
from customer vehicles due to a replacement  
being required, the recycling of vehicle parts from 
accident damaged vehicles which have been declared 
a total loss or are otherwise beyond economic 
repair (subject to specific criteria) and our jewellery 
supplier recycling scrap gold or precious stones 
removed following the repair/replacement process 
via auction.  

The advancements in technology have enabled 
some of our motor engineering unit to perform 
desk based functions utilising the latest digital 
imaging technology to approve claims without the 
need for extensive car travel throughout the UK. 

Claims involving the replacement of white goods 
are replaced by our approved suppliers with Band A 
energy efficient appliances. Any white goods 
removed for disposal from a customer’s property  
by our approved suppliers comply with the relevant 
WEEE directives for safe disposal. 
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We have a due diligence process for suppliers  
that includes a section on environmental impact. 
Prospective and current suppliers must complete  
a questionnaire that includes four questions on 
environmental impact. These answers are marked 
and form part of the decision as to whether to  
use that supplier. Suppliers have to complete the 
questionnaire on either an annual or three year 
basis, depending on their strategic importance  
to Zurich. Site visits to suppliers take place in order 
to verify answers. 

The following initiatives are also being reviewed: 

• Review of direct vendor deployment – reduction 
in number of vendors required to visit risk 
address reduces carbon footprint. 

• Adoption of imaging technology to negate need 
for site visit – reduces carbon footprint. 

• Adoption of additional repair vs. replacement 
service providers – potential reduction in landfill 
as reduced waste and carbon footprint (fewer 
deliveries and/or trades travelling). 

• New Alternative Accommodation service offering 
affords use of 'PODS' for kitchen and bathrooms 
– encourages the use of home products/home 
utilities rather than adding to waste associated 
with hotel accommodations. Surge management 
vendors set up local offices near 'events' to 
negate need to incur multiple journeys. 

3.4 Through our products and 
services assist markets with 
low insurance penetration  
to understand and respond 
to climate change. 

Over the last year, the Zurich flood resilience 
alliance has been developing a tool to measure 
flood resilience based on the idea that successful 
flood resilience depends on how well a community 
manages and enhances its assets, or ‘capital’ – 
resources that can mean the difference between 
success and failure when dealing with such  
a catastrophe. 

The resilience framework and tools are being 
deployed by our community partners in upwards  
of 75 communities at present, on a trial basis. The 
aim is to understand what helps a community build 
resilience to flood disasters and so identify resilience 
building actions that can be undertaken (especially 
where there is little if any insurance coverage). In 
this way, we can demonstrate what can be done to 

manage the risk from flooding and so enhance the 
likelihood that insurance becomes a viable option. 

For more information on the flood resilience 
measurement approach, please refer to section 1.2 
of this document. 

In addition, the insights and recommendations 
gained from our Post Event Review Capability 
(PERC) as described earlier is applied to customer 
risk insights how they can better protect themselves 
from flood risk. This consists of hand-outs, brochures 
and knowledge transfer into our customer facing 
functions to help them better serve them around 
the topic of flood risk and flood resilience. 

For more information on PERC please see section 
1.3 in this document. 

The flood resilience alliance seeks to understand 
and identify ways in which communities can 
become more resilient to flooding. We take a 
systemic and holistic approach to this, considering 
all of the assets (or capitals) of a community and 
how they are built maintained and used to ensure 
better outcomes from flooding. This is particularly 
important where communities do not have 
widespread access to insurance (which could 
transfer some financial risk). By building resilience 
through actions on the ground from alliance 
members, we can help reduce total losses, enabling 
insurance to become more relevant in future. 

For more information on the alliance and the 
members’ work, please refer to section 1.1 in  
this document. 

For more information about the Zurich flood 
resilience programme, please visit: 
https://www.zurich.com/en/corporate-
responsibility/flood-resilience/   
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4.1 Evaluate the implications  
of climate change for  
investment performance  
and shareholder value. 

Responsible investment at Zurich – overview 

Responsible investment forms a key element of 
Zurich’s investment philosophy and comprises  
three elements: 

1. ESG integration: Proactively integrating  
ESG factors, including climate change, into  
the investment process – across asset classes, 
and alongside traditional financial metrics and  
state-of-the-art risk management practices – 
supports us in ‘doing well’ and in achieving  
our mission to generate superior risk-adjusted 
long-term financial returns. Successful ESG 
integration is based on: 

a. adequate training to help investment 
decision makers understand the relevance  
of ESG factors 

b. access to data, research and analysis 
pertaining to ESG issues to inform 
investment decision making 

c. formal integration of ESG factors into  
the security and asset selection process 

d. active ownership practices. 

2. Impact investing: Through impact investing, 
Zurich can help fund solutions to some of the 
pressing social or environmental issues of our 
time. Zurich is directly exposed to challenges 
such as climate change, resource depletion, and 
more. We have a direct interest in sustainable 
global economic growth and supporting 
communities in becoming more resilient to 
environmental and social challenges. Impact 
investments can help address these issues 
through their targeted, positive impact, and also 
offer a financial return commensurate with risks. 

3. Advancing together: We believe that responsible 
investment will only truly have an impact if 
financial market participants are advancing 
together, making responsible investment 
mainstream. Only by acting collectively can  
ESG risk be priced efficiently, provide the right 
incentives to those seeking to raise capital in  

the market, and allow impact investments to 
provide capital on the scale needed to tackle  
the pressing social and environmental issues  
of our time. Supporting collaborative initiatives 
and working together with other industry 
participants to advance responsible investment 
practices thus forms an integral part of  
our approach. 

Navigating the complexity of insurance investment 
management and practising responsible investment 
at the same time can only be achieved by fully 
integrating these responsible investment practices 
into the overall investment approach and making 
them part and parcel of everyday investment 
decision-making. Strategies and policies alone are 
not sufficient. Responsible investment must become 
part of the organisation’s DNA – its culture. This  
will take time, leadership and ‘learning by doing’. 
To accelerate and support this process, we are 
providing incentives to investment professionals  
to practice responsible investing by reflecting 
responsible investment in individual objectives 
across the Investment Management organization; 
we have incorporated responsible investment into 
Zurich’s technical competency framework used to 
determine job profiles and training requirements; 
we have established a global group of ‘responsible 
investment champions’ representing individual 
teams; and we have built a small but dedicated 
responsible investment team that acts as a catalyst 
and engages with the rest of the organisation on an 
ongoing basis. 

Please see the following resources for further details 
about Zurich’s responsible investment approach: 

• Doing well and doing good – Why Zurich 
practices responsible investments. 
https://www.zurich.com/en/corporate-
responsibility/responsible-investment 

• Responsible Investment at Zurich – What we 
want to achieve, and how we do it. Detailed 
white paper describing Zurich’s responsible 
investment approach in detail. Available at: 
www.zurich.com/_/media/dbe/corporate/docs/cor
porate-responsibility/responsible-investment-at-
zurich-december-2014.pdf  

• PRI Transparency report. Available at: 
https://www.zurich.com/_/media/dbe/corporate/d
ocs/corporate-responsibility/2014-
publictransparencyreportzurichinsurancegroup.p
df?la=en  

  

4. Incorporate climate change  
into our investment strategies 
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Response to sub-principle 4.1 

Zurich has defined a clear and systematic approach 
to investing, supported by both industry and 
academic studies. Applying this approach globally 
to all investment activities is of great value  
to Zurich. Not only does the approach provide 
consistency and discipline, it also helps safeguard 
against investment decisions becoming procyclical, 
that is, taking on additional investment risk during 
'good times' and being forced to reduce risk by 
selling investments at the worst possible moment 
during times of stress. The starting point in 
determining the investment strategy in insurance 
investment management is ALM. This first step 
establishes a portfolio of investments that closely 
replicates the insurance liabilities and consists 
primarily of duration-matched government bonds. 
Such a minimum-risk portfolio will ensure that the 
market values of assets and liabilities move in line 
with fluctuations in interest rates. The optimal  
mix of asset classes is determined, offering the 
highest long-term expected investment returns 
given Zurich's liabilities, regulatory framework  
and allocated capital. To make this allocation, 
Investment Management distils all investable asset 
classes into a set of six easily-understandable and 
transparent risk factors. These risk factors comprise 
interest rate risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, equity and 
commodity risk, as well as inflation risk. Investment 
Management then works to determine the best 
combination of risk factors to maximize the  
risk-adjusted return for a given amount of capital. 

So far, Zurich has found no evidence that climate 
change, or other ESG issues, are associated with a 
systematic market risk factor that could be reflected 
in the strategic asset allocation process. As a result, 
Zurich seeks to reflect climate change-related risks 
and opportunities in three different ways: 

1. As part of ESG integration at the level of 
individual security and asset selection. 

2. Through impact investments. 

3. Through CO2 emission reduction targets for 
selected real estate assets. 

For more detail, see section 4.2 below. 

Zurich acknowledges that these approaches may 
not capture all climate change-related risks 
effectively in the near term. That’s why, in 2015, 
Zurich defined a strategic approach to supplement 
existing responsible investment practices selectively, 
with the objective of better capturing climate 
change-related risks and opportunities across  
the portfolio. Six specific areas for action were 
identified and good progress was made on a 
number of them. For instance, since the last 
reporting, Zurich has conducted a physical climate 
risk assessment of its real asset portfolios; assessed 
the carbon footprint of large parts of its overall 
investment portfolio; worked with one of its  
asset managers as well as external providers  
and consultants to develop a bespoke climate  
risk assessment methodology for listed securities; 
formulated macro-level climate risk scenarios and  
a monitoring approach; and systematically  
engaged policy makers on topics like risk disclosure 
and sustainable infrastructure investments. These 
and other efforts are ongoing but Zurich continues 
to believe that, generally, at an industry level,  
a better understanding is still required of how 
climate change translates into investment risk  
and opportunity for broadly diversified portfolios, 
and that insufficient research and tools currently 
exist to effectively address this challenge. As a 
founding member of the Investment Leaders  
Group (ILG), Zurich has supported thought 
leadership on this critical issue. Zurich has been an 
active participant in two relevant ILG work streams, 
examining the physical impacts of climate change 
on portfolio value, and developing a practical tool 
for assessing impact from future carbon regulation 
on portfolio value, respectively. Outputs from these 
work streams can be found here: 

www.cisl.cam.ac.uk/publications/publication-
pdfs/carbon-report.pdf 

www.cisl.cam.ac.uk/publications/publication-
pdfs/unhedgeable-risk.pdf 
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4.2 Incorporate the material 
outcomes of climate risk 
evaluations into investment 
decision making. 

Zurich seeks to reflect climate change-related risks 
and opportunities in three different ways: 

1. As part of ESG integration at the level of 
individual security and asset selection Zurich 
seeks to effectively integrate ESG factors, 
including climate change, through adequate 
training and access to data, research and 
analysis for all relevant investment professionals; 
a formal integration of ESG factors into the 
security and asset selection process; as well  
as through active ownership practices. 

Zurich is making good progress in implementing 
this approach. Mandatory basic and advanced 
responsible investment training was rolled  
out across Zurich’s Investment Management 
organisation and for internal asset management 
teams, respectively. All internal asset management 
teams have access to comprehensive ESG data 
and analysis, including relevant climate risk 
indicators, and are monitored for ESG integration 
practices. Most teams have also established clear 
ESG integration process. 

Roughly two thirds of Zurich’s Group investments 
are managed by third-party asset managers. 
Zurich is working closely with all its asset managers 
to achieve ESG integration as part of its mandates. 
ESG integration is reflected is systematically 
reflected in the selection, appointment, and 
monitoring of Zurich’s asset managers. For 
instance, in 2016, Zurich formally reviewed ESG 
performance of externally managed securities 
portfolios in 23 performance review meetings, 
covering over 80 percent of in-scope assets, and 
systematically raised exposure to climate 
change-related risks as part of the conversation. 

More detail on relevant processes, as well as 
specific examples, can be found in Zurich’s PRI 
transparency report, available at: 
https://www.zurich.com/_/media/dbe/corporate/
docs/corporate-responsibility/2014 
publictransparencyreportzurichinsurancegroup.p
df?la=en 

Making ESG integration effective in capturing  
all material ESG risks and opportunities will take 
time and require continuous effort on all four 
critical elements. Zurich will continue to work 
with internal and external asset management 
teams to improve ESG integration practices. 

2. Through impact investments. 

Mitigating environmental risks by addressing 
climate change and supporting green 
technologies is one of two explicit high-level 
impact objectives. To achieve this objective, 
Zurich has committed to invest up to  
USD 2 billion in green bonds, of which  
USD 1,646 million were invested as at 
31.3.2017. In addition, the objective is also 
captured as part of Zurich’s dedicated allocation 
to impact investments in private equity. 

More details on Zurich’s impact investment 
approach in general, and green bond 
investments in specific, can be found at: 
www.zurich.com/_/media/dbe/corporate/docs/co
rporate-responsibility/responsible-investment-at-
zurich-december-2014.pdf?la=en 

3. Through CO2 emission reduction targets for 
selected real estate assets. 

Climate Change related factors are of particular 
relevance in the context of real estate investing. 
Zurich’s real estate portfolio is fully managed by 
in-house teams and ‘sustainability’ is an explicit 
objective of our real estate investment strategy. 
For our Swiss real estate portfolio, where over 
half of the Group’s real estate assets are held 
and managed, a target has been defined to 
reduce the carbon footprint of the portfolio by 
20% by 2020 (against a 2010 baseline), and 
80% by 2050. Retrofits in the Swiss portfolio 
continue to show that, in some cases, energy 
consumption reductions of up to 75% can  
be achieved. In line with the overall approach, 
relevant measures taken must be economic and 
will be assessed for each transaction, refurbishment 
or development on a case-by-case basis. 

We do not currently have a systematic process 
focused on assessing climate risk specifically in 
the investment portfolio. Our ESG integration 
process is designed to capture climate risk – 
among other ESG risks – as part of the security 
and asset selection process, as well as asset 
manager selection and monitoring process, as 
outlined above. 
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4.3 Communicate our investment 
beliefs and strategy on 
climate change to clients  
and beneficiaries.  

Zurich’s responsible investment approach is focused 
on the management of the Group’s reserve and 
surplus assets, and Zurich does not, with very few 
exceptions, manage investments for third parties. 
With respect to Zurich’s own investments, 
beneficiaries can thus be seen as the collective of 
Zurich’s shareholders and policy-holders. As such, 
Zurich seeks to communicate its approach to a 
broad audience. Zurich seeks to communicate and 
inform on its responsible investment activities as 
comprehensively and transparently as possible. 
Details on our responsible investment approach, 
including quantitative metrics, can be found as part 
of Zurich’s annual report, available at: 
https://annualreports.zurich.com/2015/en/ 
annual-report/ 

Online, in the responsible investment section  
on zurich.com, at:  
www.zurich.com/en/corporate-
responsibility/responsible-investment 

In our PRI transparency report, available at: 
https://www.zurich.com/_/media/dbe/corporate/doc
s/corporate-responsibility/2014-
publictransparencyreportzurichinsurancegroup.pdf?l
a=en 

In our responsible investment White Paper,  
available at: 
www.zurich.com/_/media/dbe/corporate/docs/corpo
rate-responsibility/responsible-investment-at-zurich-
december-2014.pdf?la=en 

Roughly two thirds of Zurich's Group investments 
are managed by third-party asset managers. Zurich 
does a lot of communication with them to ensure 
ESG integration in their investment approaches – 
for more information please see paragraph two on 
page 18 of our report.  
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5.1 Engage with our supply 
chain to work collaboratively 
to improve the sustainability 
of their products and services. 

As part of our Request for Proposal process all  
UK suppliers must complete a due diligence 
questionnaire that includes corporate responsibility 
and environmental criteria. All third party contracts 
must include a section relating to conducting 
periodic business reviews to monitor that the 
supplier is operating to our standards, including 
Corporate Responsibility. In addition, key third 
parties are reviewed on a quarterly basis using  
a performance management framework and  
onsite assessment as appropriate. Environmental 
performance and credentials are a key consideration 
when assessing the suitability of third party 
arrangements and, increasingly, we are working 
with third parties that can enhance our corporate 
responsibility profile. An example of such an 
arrangement is the provision of Belu Water  
(who give all their profits to WaterAid) in all our 
canteens. Belu Water is a social enterprise and we 
are taking part in Social Enterprise UK’s Corporate 
Challenge through which we have committed to 
spend £20m with social enterprises by 2020.  

Compliance with the standards and the relevant 
legislation is audited by Zurich. A failure by a supplier 
to comply or to rectify the issue within a set time 
frame will result in our contract being withdrawn. 

We have substantially reduced the amount of paper 
communications we issue to our suppliers with 
most transactions being conducted electronically 
thanks to the introduction of our new VTrack 
system. Emails or texts are being sent instead of 
letters and claims settlements are by electronic fund 
transfer instead of cheques wherever possible. 

Claims involving the replacement of white goods 
are replaced by our approved suppliers with Band A 
energy efficient appliances. Any white goods 
removed for disposal from a customer’s property  
by our approved suppliers comply with the relevant 
WEEE directives for safe disposal. 

We actively encourage our Claims suppliers to adopt 
environmentally-friendly methods of working. This 
includes adopting a repair versus replace philosophy 
wherever possible and encouraging the use of 
recycling. Examples of these principles include 
incentivising our approved motor repair network to 
repair body damage rather than fit new panels and 
where new panels have to be fitted, the old ones 

are sent for recycling. Our approved glazing 
contractor recycles damaged glass and strips  
down UPVC items removed from a customer’s 
home to their component parts for refurbishing  
and re-using. In 2015 we updated our due diligence 
procedure prior to appointing suppliers and it now 
includes far more in-depth enquiries into a supplier’s 
Corporate Responsibility around environmental 
issues. The responses to these questions form part 
of the evaluation of the supplier’s credentials to be 
awarded a Zurich contract. 

We have adopted DocuSign for the execution of 
our supply chain contracts. This has replaced the 
previous process of printing and photocopying 
multiple page documents and their subsequent 
storage, as the whole process is now conducted 
electronically. 

5.2 Measure and seek to  
reduce the environmental 
impact of the internal 
operations and physical 
assets under our control. 

Zurich recognises that environmental protection  
is integral to sustainable value creation for both 
Zurich and society. Zurich’s policy is to manage 
environmental risks and opportunities as effectively 
as possible through the progressive integration  
of environmental considerations throughout its 
business and to minimise its direct and indirect 
environmental impact through continuous 
improvement in environmental performance. 

Following the success in reducing our carbon 
footprint per employee by 10% across the Group 
between 2007 and 2013, Zurich set itself a new 
target to reduce carbon emissions by 50% by 2020. 
This target was achieved four years early in 2016. 
This reduction was achieved by ensuring our new 
offices are built to the highest environmental 
specification, increasing the use of ‘green’ energy, 
increasing energy efficiency standards in owned 
buildings, improving the fuel efficiency of the 
vehicle fleet and raising employee awareness.  
In addition, effective utilization of video and 
telephone conferencing capabilities has reduced  
air travel, leading to a reduction in carbon and  
CO2 emissions. 

In addition, Zurich has become carbon neutral, 
reaching the milestone at the end of 2014 through 
ambitious internal carbon emissions reduction 

5. Reduce the environmental  
impact of our business 
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efforts and by using a forestry project in Indonesia 
to offset emissions that cannot be eliminated. 

To help reduce our energy consumption, we 
continue to implement various initiatives including: 

• introducing more efficient lighting, utilizing 
intelligent controls, movement detectors and 
replacing lighting with more efficient lamps 
where possible 

• replacing old air conditioning equipment with 
newer, more efficient systems 

• reviewing the lighting controls and heating and 
cooling plants at each building so that they only 
operate during office hours 

• pre-determining the heating controls to maintain 
a building temperature of 22°c, ±2°c 

• increasing the temperature set-points in server 
rooms to reduce the amount of electric cooling 

• introducing ‘Dynamic Working’ in many of our 
offices, which aims to promote a more effective 
working environment focused on better 
teamwork and sharing of resource and 
equipment. It allows our employees to work in 
an ‘agile’ way, allowing them to work from a 
variety of locations, including their home. The 
introduction of dynamic working has allowed us 
to reduce our office space and also reduces the 
commuting miles travelled by our employees. 

In 2015, Zurich complied with ESOS (Energy Savings 
Opportunity Scheme) and has since reviewed the 
energy audit reports and created a programme  
for implementing the energy saving measures 
where feasible. Plans are in place and project  
work has begun to start implementing the various 
recommendations including boiler upgrades, LED 
light relamping and behavioural energy management. 

Our UK premises emissions in 2016 were 5,049 
tonnes, 0.83 tonnes per FTE, a slight rise on 2015  
(4,728 and 0.7 respectively). 

Business travel and Commuting 

We continue to monitor the level of business miles 
travelled whether by air, road or rail in an effort  
to manage down our activity and reduce the 
environmental impacts. In 2016 UK business travel 
created 6,375 tonnes of CO2, equating to  
1.05 tonnes per FTE. This is a considerable 
improvement on our 2015 figures of 9,309 tonnes 
and 1.38 tonnes respectively. CO2 emissions are  

an increasingly important factor in the choice of 
company cars offered to qualifying employees.  
In 2015, UK car fleet emissions were 4.069 tonnes, 
a 30% reduction on 20154. Air travel emissions 
were down from 3,432 in 2015 to 2,242 in 2016 – 
a 35% reduction. 

We continue to review our travel plans to ensure 
they accurately reflect current commuter patterns, 
aiming not only to reduce pollution but also to take 
account of local restrictions on commuter car parking. 

Water conservation 

Since 2008, analysis of water consumption at larger 
sites has been facilitated using a detailed spreadsheet, 
showing figures based on accurate consumption 
and occupancy figures for the location. Waterless 
urinal systems have been installed to those locations 
that are suitable. In other locations, movement 
detectors have been installed that trigger the 
flushing. A programme of works to install tank  
bags to all WC cisterns that are not dual flush has 
been successfully completed and flow restrictors 
have been fitted in all washroom facilities. 

Water usage across all our UK sites decreased in 
2016 – 36,983 m3 or 11 m3 per FTE (compared  
to 49,630 m3 or 10 m3 per FTE in 2015). 

We will continue to install remote metering at  
all major locations so any significant variations  
in consumption will be noted within a few hours  
and corrective action can be taken. Targeting and 
monitoring water in this way is expected to produce 
additional savings. 

Waste minimisation 

In 2016, UK locations continued to implement  
their local environmental action plans. Our waste 
contractor has also maintained an integrated 
approach to managing our various waste streams, 
as well as the provision of reliable information.  
Not only do we now have more accurate figures  
for our locations, but these provide evidence  
of various improvements on previous years.  
We continue to work with our waste contractor  
to look at further opportunities for recycling.  

Our total UK waste for 2016, including all waste 
recycling, was 729 tonnes (194kg per FTE), an 
overall reduction of 7% on 2015. In 2016 we 
recycled 62% of our waste (59% in 2015). 
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5.3 Disclose our direct emissions 
of greenhouse gases using a 
globally recognised standard. 

In 2016, the UK business’s total absolute emissions 
were 11,424 CO2 tonnes, which is equivalent  
to 1.89 tonnes per employee. This is an overall 
decrease of 19% compared to 2015 (14,037 tonnes 
and 2.08 tonnes respectively). 

We will continue to measure the size and shape  
of the UK’s carbon footprint as well as leading 
various initiatives seeking to shrink the footprint  
still further. In particular we will be focusing on our 
registration and compliance with the CRC Energy 
Efficiency Scheme and ensuring on-going compliance 
with the EPB Directive, both of which will help 
further improve our energy performance. 

CDP 

CDP is an international, not-for-profit organization 
providing the only global system for companies  
and cities to measure, disclose, manage and share 
vital environmental information. Through CDP  
we provide information on our greenhouse gas 
emissions, energy use and the risks and opportunities 
from climate change. The Zurich Group has 
submitted a response since 2004. In 2016 Zurich 
achieved a score of B. Our 2016 submission can  
be downloaded here: 
https://www.zurich.com/en/corporate-
responsibility/climate-change/climate-change 

5.4 Engage our employees on 
our commitment to address 
climate change, helping 
them to play their role in 
meeting this commitment  
in the workplace and 
encouraging them to make 
climate-informed choices 
outside work. 

We have undertaken a number of employee 
campaigns and communications over the last  
year to promote climate-friendly behaviours and 
demonstrate our commitment as a company to 
reduce our CO2 emissions and carbon footprint,  
as well as improving our recycling and waste 
management. For example, we are always working 
to reduce the amount of paper we use and in 2016 
we launched changes to our Zurich Portfolio Terms 
& Conditions which resulted in a reduction from  
84 pages to 48 pages. This was achieved by editing 
content to reduce repetition and clarify the content; 
dropping the paper stock to 130gsm and making 
the additional ‘Accidental Death Terms and 
Conditions’ available online, signposted from  
the Terms and Conditions.  

We also have a group of graduates working on  
a new strategy for engaging employees on 
environmental issues.   
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6.1 Ensure that the organisation 
is working to incorporate  
the Principles into business 
strategy and planning by 
encouraging the inclusion  
of the social and economic 
impacts of climate risk as 
part of the Board agenda. 

Zurich recognises the importance of Executive level 
support and endorsement of climate-related activity 
in order to drive initiatives forward. There has been 
clear commitment and ownership for climate 
initiatives by executive team members through the 
embedding of environment as one of the four 
cornerstones of our Corporate Responsibility 
Framework, as well as making it a core part of our 
‘Marketplace’ deliverables. 

Responsibility and accountability for Corporate 
Responsibility is assigned to a member of the 
Executive Team, who works to ensure Zurich in the 
UK is delivering on all its commitments towards 
sustainable business practices. In addition, our  
Head of UK Corporate Responsibility chairs a CR 
Council across the business which discusses and 
agrees environmental priorities as part of the  
overall CR programme. These responsibilities  
and accountabilities are formally recognised in  
the CMO and the Head of CR’s performance 
management objectives. 

Our main priorities continue to be: 

• reducing our consumption of electrical energy 

• reducing our consumption of materials 

• reducing business travel. 

We submit data as required for the Zurich Group’s 
submission to the Carbon Disclosure Project and the 
Dow Jones Sustainability Index. Zurich places 
significant emphasis on its risk management culture 
and therefore requires the ESG to complete a total 
risk profile and submit a quarterly risk report to the 
UK Risk function. The Zurich’s Group’s 
Environmental Policy and Commitments are 
summarised here: 
http://www.zurich.com/aboutus/corporateresponsib
ility/environment-protection/ 
groupenvironmentalpolicy.htm 

Each year we develop a Public Affairs and 
Corporate Responsibility strategy which is signed 
off by the UK Executive Committee (and the same is 
done at Group level too). Our CR strategy consists 
of four pillars, one of them being environment. This 
year we identified resilience as a key theme and 
flood resilience is a priority for the business at both 
Group and UK level.  

6.2 Publish a statement as  
part of our annual  
reporting detailing the 
actions that have been  
taken on these principles. 

Zurich’s ClimateWise submission is published each 
year alongside our other environmental reporting 
and commitments on our UK website: 
http://www.zurich.co.uk/corporateresponsibility/ 
environment/ 

6. Report and be accountable 
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Commercial and Personal Lines business plans are provided by  
Zurich Insurance plc, public limited company incorporated in Ireland 
Registration No. 13460. Registered Office: Zurich House, Ballsbridge 
Park, Dublin 4, Ireland. UK Branch registered in England and Wales. 
Registration No. BR7985. UK Branch Head office: The Zurich Centre, 
3000 Parkway, Whiteley, Fareham, Hampshire PO15 7JZ. 

Zurich Insurance plc is authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland  
and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
Details about the extent of our regulation by the Financial Conduct 
Authority are available from us on request. 

Life, pension and investment plans are provided by Zurich Assurance 
Ltd, authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated  
by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation 
Authority. Registered in England and Wales under company number 
02456671. Registered Office: The Grange, Bishops Cleeve,  
Cheltenham GL52 8XX. 
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